An exemplary magnetic field measurement system includes a wearable sensor unit and a single controller. The wearable sensor unit includes a plurality of magnetometers. The single controller is configured to generate a single clock signal and use the single clock signal to drive one or more components within the magnetometers.
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SINGLE CONTROLLER FOR WEARABLE SENSOR UNIT THAT INCLUDES AN ARRAY OF MAGNETOMETERS

RELATED APPLICATIONS


BACKGROUND INFORMATION

[0002] Existing systems for observing or measuring weak magnetic fields (e.g., magnetic fields generated by the brain) typically utilize Superconductive Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) or optical magnetometry. SQUID systems require cryogenic cooling, which is prohibitively costly and bulky and requires a lot of maintenance, which preclude their use in mobile or wearable devices. Optical magnetometry uses optical methods to measure a magnetic field with very high accuracy—on the order of $1 \times 10^{-15}$ Tesla. Of particular interest for their high-sensitivity, Optically Pumped Magnetometers (OPMs) have an alkali vapor gas cell that contains alkali metal atoms in a combination of gas, liquid, or solid states (depending on temperature). The gas cell may contain a quenching gas, buffer gas, or specialized antirelaxation coatings or any combination thereof. The size of the gas cells can vary from a fraction of a millimeter up to several centimeters.

[0003] Magnetoencephalography (MEG), the measurement of magnetic fields generated by the brain, and other types of magnetic field sensing may be performed by a plurality of magnetometers (e.g., a collection of discrete OPMs). A conventional magnetometer is controlled by a dedicated controller, which has an independent clock used to drive various components within the magnetometer and receive signals from various components within the magnetometer. Accordingly, in a conventional configuration that has an array of magnetometers, an array of controllers (and hence an array of independent clocks) are used. The clocks are not perfectly synchronized, which may lead to crosstalk between signals. This is disadvantageous for many reasons.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The accompanying drawings illustrate various embodiments and are a part of the specification. The illustrated embodiments are merely examples and do not limit the scope of the disclosure. Throughout the drawings, identical or similar reference numbers designate identical or similar elements. Furthermore, the figures are not necessarily drawn to scale as one or more elements shown in the figures may be enlarged or resized to facilitate recognition and discussion.

[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary magnetic field measurement system according to principles described herein.

[0006] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary computing device that may implement a controller of the magnetic field measurement system of FIG. 1 according to principles described herein.

[0007] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary configuration of the magnetic field measurement system of FIG. 1 according to principles described herein.

[0008] FIG. 4 illustrates another exemplary configuration of the magnetic field measurement system of FIG. 1 according to principles described herein.

[0009] FIG. 5 illustrates yet another exemplary configuration of the magnetic field measurement system of FIG. 1 according to principles described herein.

[0010] FIG. 6 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary magnetometer according to principles described herein.

[0011] FIG. 7 shows a magnetic spectrum in magnetic field strength on a logarithmic scale according to principles described herein.

[0012] FIG. 8A illustrates an exemplary Bz component generator of a magnetic field generator according to principles described herein.

[0013] FIG. 8B illustrates an exemplary configuration of the Bz component generator of FIG. 8A.

[0014] FIGS. 9A-9D illustrate exemplary functional diagrams of various configurations of the Bz component generator of FIG. 8A according to principles described herein.

[0015] FIG. 10 illustrates another exemplary Bz component generator of a magnetic field generator according to principles described herein.

[0016] FIG. 11A illustrates a functional diagram of an exemplary configuration of the Bz' component generator of FIG. 10 according to principles described herein.

[0017] FIG. 11B illustrates an exemplary configuration of the Bz' component generator 800 of FIGS. 10 and 11A according to principles described herein.

[0018] FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary functional diagram for driving a Bz' component generator according to principles described herein.

[0019] FIG. 13 illustrates another exemplary functional diagram for driving a Bz' component generator according to principles described herein.

[0020] FIGS. 14A and 14B show plan views of an exemplary Bx/By' component generator according to principles described herein.

[0021] FIG. 14C shows a side view functional diagram of the Bx/By' component generator of FIGS. 14A and 14B taken along the dashed lines labeled XIV-XIV according to principles described herein.
FIGS. 15A and 15B illustrate exemplary configurations of an elastomeric connector that may be used as interconnects in the Bx'By' component generator of FIGS. 14A-14C according to principles described herein.

FIGS. 16A and 16B show plan views of another exemplary Bx'By' component generator according to principles described herein.

FIG. 16C shows a side view functional diagram of the Bx'By' component generator of FIGS. 16A and 16B taken along the dashed lines labeled XVI-XVI according to principles described herein.

FIGS. 17A and 17B show plan views of another exemplary Bx'By' component generator according to principles described herein.

FIG. 17C shows a side view functional diagram of the Bx'By' component generator of FIGS. 17A and 17B taken along the dashed lines labeled XVII-XVII according to principles described herein.

FIGS. 18A and 18B show plan views of an exemplary configuration of a Bx'By' component generator according to principles described herein.

FIG. 18C shows a perspective view of various conductive windings that may be included in the Bx'By' component generator of FIGS. 18A and 18B according to principles described herein.

FIG. 19 shows an exemplary configuration in which a wearable sensor unit 102 and a controller each include connection interfaces configured to facilitate wired connections therebetween according to principles described herein.

FIG. 20 shows an exemplary configuration in which a controller interfaces with various components of or associated with a particular magnetometer by way of a plurality of twisted pair cable interfaces according to principles described herein.

FIG. 21 shows another exemplary configuration in which a controller interfaces with various components of a particular magnetometer by way of a plurality of twisted pair cable interfaces according to principles described herein.

FIG. 22 shows an exemplary configuration in which a controller interfaces with various components of a magnetic field generator by way of a plurality of coaxial cable interfaces according to principles described herein.

FIG. 23 illustrates an exemplary configuration in which a controller includes a plurality of differential signal measurement circuits according to principles described herein.

FIG. 24 shows an exemplary configuration in which a controller includes circuitry configured to measure current output by photodetector according to principles described herein.

FIG. 25 shows exemplary circuitry that may be included in a controller and used to supply a drive current to a heater included in a wearable sensor unit according to principles described herein.

FIG. 26 shows a perspective view of an exemplary physical implementation of a wearable sensor unit according to principles described herein.

FIG. 27 shows a cross sectional side view of the physical implementation of FIG. 26 according to principles described herein.

FIG. 28 shows an exemplary configuration in which a wearable sensor unit includes a temperature control circuit according to principles described herein.

FIG. 29 shows an exemplary configuration of a vapor cell according to principles described herein.

FIG. 30 shows an exemplary configuration in which a temperature control circuit creates a temperature gradient within a vapor cell according to principles described herein.

FIG. 31 illustrates another implementation of temperature control circuit according to principles described herein.

FIG. 32 is a perspective view of an exemplary implementation of a temperature control circuit according to principles described herein.

FIG. 33 illustrates a configuration in which a vapor cell includes a reflecting element according to principles described herein.

FIGS. 34-39 illustrate embodiments of a wearable device that includes elements of wearable sensor units described herein according to principles described herein.

FIG. 40 illustrates an exemplary computing device according to principles described herein.

FIGS. 41-43 illustrate exemplary methods according to principles described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Magnetic field measurement systems for use in MEG and/or other applications are described herein. For example, an exemplary magnetic field measurement system includes a wearable sensor unit and a single controller. The wearable sensor unit includes a plurality of magnetometers and a magnetic field generator configured to generate a compensation magnetic field configured to actively shield the magnetometers from ambient background magnetic fields. The controller is configured to interface with the magnetometers and the magnetic field generator. For example, the controller may be configured to direct the magnetometers to detect magnetic fields generated within a user (e.g., within a brain of the user) wearing the wearable sensor unit, control various operating parameters of the magnetometers, and measure signals output by the magnetometers. The controller may be further configured to direct the magnetic field generator to generate the compensation magnetic field that actively shields the magnetometers from ambient background magnetic fields, control various operating parameters of the magnetic field generator, and measure various signals output by the magnetic field generator. These and other manners in which the controller may interface with the magnetometers and the magnetic field generator are described herein.

Advantageously, the controller uses a single common clock signal to communicate with the magnetometers and the magnetic field generator of the wearable sensor unit described herein. In this manner, the controller may ensure that communication with the magnetometers and the magnetic field generator is synchronized, thereby reducing or eliminating crosstalk between signals transmitted between the controller and the wearable sensor unit. Moreover, use of a single controller (and therefore a common clock signal) may result in more efficient and reliable communication between the controller and the wearable sensor unit compared to conventional configurations, less latency compared to conventional configurations, increased mobility of the wearable sensor unit compared to conventional configurations, and/or other benefits that will be made apparent herein.
FIG. 1 shows an exemplary magnetic field measurement system 100 ("system 100"). As shown, system 100 includes a wearable sensor unit 102 and a controller 104. Wearable sensor unit 102 includes a plurality of magnetometers 106-1 through 106-N (collectively "magnetometers 106") and a magnetic field generator 108. Wearable sensor unit 102 may include additional components (e.g., one or more magnetic field sensors, position sensors, orientation sensors, accelerometers, image recorders, detectors, etc.) as may serve a particular implementation. System 100 may be used in MEG and/or any other application that measures relatively weak magnetic fields.

Wearable sensor unit 102 is configured to be worn by a user (e.g., on a head of the user). In some examples, wearable sensor unit 102 is portable. In other words, wearable sensor unit 102 may be small and light enough to be easily carried by a user and/or worn by the user while the user moves around and/or otherwise performs daily activities.

Any suitable number of magnetometers 106 may be included in wearable sensor unit 102. For example, wearable sensor unit 102 may include an array of nine, sixteen, twenty-five, or any other suitable plurality of magnetometers 106 as may serve a particular implementation.

Magnetometers 106 may each be implemented by any suitable combination of components configured to be sensitive enough to detect a relatively weak magnetic field (e.g., magnetic fields that come from the brain). For example, each magnetometer may include a light source, a vapor cell such as an alkali metal vapor cell (the terms cell, gas cell, vapor cell, and vapor gas cell are used interchangeably herein), a heater for the vapor cell, and a photodetector (e.g., a signal photodiode). Examples of suitable light sources include, but are not limited to, a diode laser (such as a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL), distributed Bragg reflector laser (DBR), or distributed feedback laser (DFB)), light-emitting diode (LED), lamp, or any other suitable light source. In some embodiments, the light source may include two light sources: a pump light source and a probe light source. These magnetometer components, and manners in which they operate to detect magnetic fields, are described in more detail herein, as well as in co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 16/457,655, filed Jun. 28, 2019, which application is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

Magnetic field generator 108 may be implemented by one or more components configured to generate one or more compensation magnetic fields that actively shield the compensation magnetic field, magnetic fields generated by magnetic field generator 108 in the X direction are referred to as a Bx' component of the compensation magnetic field, and magnetic fields generated by magnetic field generator 108 in the Y direction are referred to as a By' component of the compensation magnetic field. Specific implementations of magnetic field generator 108 are described in more detail herein.

Controller 104 is configured to interface with (e.g., control an operation of, receive signals from, etc.) magnetometers 106 and the magnetic field generator 108. Controller 104 may also interface with other components that may be included in wearable sensor unit 102.

In some examples, controller 104 is referred to herein as a “single” controller 104. This means that only one controller is used to interface with all of the components of wearable sensor unit 102. For example, controller 104 is the only controller that interfaces with magnetometers 106 and magnetic field generator 108. This is in contrast to conventional configurations in which discrete magnetometers each have their own discrete controller associated therewith. It will be recognized, however, that any number of controllers may interface with components of magnetic field measurement system 100 as may suit a particular implementation.

As shown, controller 104 may be communicatively coupled to each of magnetometers 106 and magnetic field generator 108. For example, FIG. 1 shows that controller 104 is communicatively coupled to magnetometer 106-1 by way of communication link 110-1, to magnetometer 106-2 by way of communication link 110-2, to magnetometer 106-N by way of communication link 110-N, and to magnetic field generator 108 by way of communication link 112. In this configuration, controller 104 may interface with magnetometers 106 by way of communication links 110-1 through 110-N (collectively “communication links 110”) and with magnetic field generator 108 by way of communication link 112.

Communication links 110 and communication link 112 may be implemented by any suitable wired connection as may serve a particular implementation. For example, communication links 110 may be implemented by one or more twisted pair cables while communication link 112 may be implemented by one or more coaxial cables. Advantages of such an implementation are described in more detail herein. Other communication links between controller 104 and wearable sensor unit 102 may additionally be included to facilitate control of and/or communication with other components included in wearable sensor unit 102.

Controller 104 may be implemented in any suitable manner. For example, controller 104 may be implemented by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a digital signal processor (DSP), a microcontroller, and/or other suitable circuit together with various control circuitry.

In some examples, controller 104 is implemented on one or more printed circuit boards (PCBs) included in a single housing. In cases where controller 104 is implemented on a PCB, the PCB may include various connection interfaces configured to facilitate communication links 110 and 112. For example, the PCB may include one or more twisted pair cable connection interfaces to which one or more twisted pair cables may be connected (e.g., plugged.
into) and/or one or more coaxial cable connection interfaces to which one or more coaxial cables may be connected (e.g., plugged into).

[0060] In some examples, controller 104 may be implemented by or within a computing device. FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary computing device 200 that may implement controller 104. Computing device 200 may be implemented by a desktop computer, a mobile device, a server, and/or any other single computing device having a single housing for components of the computing device.

[0061] As shown, computing device 200 may include, without limitation, a storage facility 202 and a processing facility 204 selectively and communicatively coupled to one another. Facilities 202 and 204 may each include or be implemented by hardware and/or software components (e.g., processors, memories, communication interfaces, instructions stored in memory for execution by the processors, etc.).

[0062] Storage facility 202 may maintain (e.g., store) executable data used by processing facility 204 to perform one or more of the operations described herein. For example, storage facility 202 may store instructions 206 that may be executed by processing facility 204 to perform one or more of the operations described herein. Instructions 206 may be implemented by any suitable application, software, code, and/or other executable data instance. Storage facility 202 may also maintain any data received, generated, managed, used, and/or transmitted by processing facility 204.

[0063] Processing facility 204 may be configured to perform (e.g., execute instructions 206 stored in storage facility 202 to perform) various operations described herein.

[0064] As shown, computing device 200 may be communicatively coupled to a user input device 208 and to a display device 210. User input device 208 may be implemented by a keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen, a track ball, a joystick, a voice recognition system, and/or any other component configured to facilitate providing of user input to computing device 200. Display device 210 may be implemented by a monitor, a screen, a printer, and/or any other device configured to display output provided by computing device 200. In some examples, display device 210 is integrated into a single unit with computing device 200.

[0065] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary configuration 300 of system 100 in which controller 104 includes a clock source 302 configured to generate a common clock signal used by controller 104 to interface with the components of wearable sensor unit 102. For example, controller 104 may use the common clock signal to drive or otherwise control various components within each of magnetometers 106 and drive or otherwise control magnetic field generator 108. Use of the common clock signal to interface with magnetometers 106 and magnetic field generator 108 is illustrated in FIG. 3 (and various other figures) by dashed lines interconnecting clock source 302 and magnetometers 106 and magnetic field generator 108.

[0066] By using a single common clock signal (as opposed to an array of independent clocks as done in conventional configurations), controller 104 may ensure that communication with magnetometers 106 and magnetic field generator 108 (and, in some implementations, other components within wearable sensor unit 102) is synchronized, thereby reducing or eliminating crosstalk between signals transmitted between controller 104 and wearable sensor unit 102, as well as providing other benefits described herein.

[0067] In some implementations, as illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 3, controller 104 is remote from (i.e., not included within) wearable sensor unit 102. For example, in these implementations, controller 104 may be implemented by or included in a standalone computing device not configured to be worn by a user (e.g., computing device 200). The computing device may interface with one or more user input devices (e.g., user input device 208) and one or more display devices (e.g., display device 210). In this manner, a user may provide user input by way of the computing device to control, program, configure, and/or otherwise interface with controller 104. The computing device may present information (e.g., output data generated by wearable sensor unit 102) by way of the one or more display devices.

[0068] FIG. 4 shows an alternative configuration 400 in which controller 104 is included within wearable sensor unit 102. Configuration 400 may allow a user of wearable sensor unit 102 to travel or otherwise move freely while still wearing wearable sensor unit 102 without having to ensure that wearable sensor unit 102 is connected to a separate non-wearable controller.

[0069] In configuration 400, controller 104 may include one or more interfaces (e.g., wired or wireless interfaces) configured to facilitate communication between controller 104 and an external computing device. In this manner, a user may use the external computing device to control, program, configure, or otherwise interface with controller 104. Wearable sensor unit 102 may further include a power supply (not shown) configured to provide operating power to controller 104 and various other components included in wearable sensor unit 102.

[0070] As another exemplary configuration, controller 104 may be included in a wearable sensor unit other than wearable sensor unit 102. For example, a magnetic field measurement system may include a first wearable sensor unit and a second wearable sensor unit. A controller included in the first wearable sensor unit may be communicatively coupled to the second wearable sensor unit and configured to control both the first and second wearable sensor units. To this end, the first and second wearable sensor units may be communicatively coupled by way of any suitable communication link.

[0071] As another exemplary configuration, controller 104 may be included in a wearable device configured to be worn by a user and separate from wearable sensor unit 102. For example, controller 104 may be included in a wearable device (e.g., a device that may be worn on the head, on the back (e.g., in a backpack), and/or on the waist (e.g., in a unit configured to clip or strap to a belt of the user) and communicatively coupled to wearable sensor unit 102 by way of any suitable communication link. Examples of this are described herein.

[0072] FIG. 5 shows an exemplary configuration 500 in which controller 104 is configured to concurrently interface with multiple wearable sensor units (e.g., multiple wearable sensor units configured to be worn concurrently by a user). For example, as shown, controller 104 is communicatively coupled to wearable sensor unit 102-1 and wearable sensor unit 102-2 (collectively “wearable sensor units 102”). As shown, both wearable sensor units 102 include a plurality of magnetometers 106 and a magnetic field generator 108. As shown, controller 104 may interface with magnetometers 106 by way of communication links 110 and with magnetic field generators 108 by way of communication links 112.
As shown, the common clock signal output by clock source 202 is configured to be used by controller 104 to control or otherwise interface with all of the components of both wearable sensor units 102. In this manner, operation and data output by wearable sensor units 102 may be synchronized.

In the examples described above, controller 104 of system 100 may control or interface with various components of one or more wearable sensor units 102 to measure biological or other magnetic fields. As explained above, a wearable sensor unit 102 may include, in some examples, one or more magnetometers 106 and a magnetic field generator 108. These components will now be described.

Magnetometers 106 may be any suitable magnetometers, such as but not limited to optically pumped magnetometers (OPMs), nitrogen vacancy (NV) diamond sensors, and magnetoresistance sensors. OPMs may operate in a vector mode and/or a scalar mode. In some examples, vector mode OPMs may operate at zero-fields and may utilize a spin exchange relaxation free (SERF) mode to reach femto-Tesla sensitivities.

FIG. 6 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary magnetometer 106. As shown, magnetometer 106 is an OPM. Magnetometer 106 includes a light source 602, a vapor cell 604, a signal photodetector 606, and a heater 608. In addition, the magnetic field generator 108 can be positioned around the vapor cell 604. Magnetometer 106 may include additional or alternative components as may be a particular implementation, such as optics (e.g., lenses, waveplates, collimators, polarizers, and/or objects with reflective surfaces for beam shaping and polarization control and for directing light from light source 602 to vapor cell 604 and to signal photodetector 606) and/or any other suitable components.

Light source 602 is configured to generate and emit light (e.g., laser light) to optically pump alkali metal atoms in vapor cell 604 and to probe vapor cell 604. Examples of suitable light source devices include, but are not limited to, a diode laser (e.g., a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL)), a distributed Bragg reflector laser (DBR), a distributed feedback laser (DFB), etc., a light-emitting diode (LED), a lamp, or any other suitable light source.

Vapor cell 604 contains an alkali metal vapor (e.g., rubidium in natural abundance, isotopically enriched rubidium, potassium, or cesium, or any other suitable alkali metal such as lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, cesium, or francium) and, optionally, a quenching gas (e.g., nitrogen) and/or a buffer gas (e.g., nitrogen, helium, neon, or argon). It will be recognized that vapor cell 604 can contain additional or other gases or vapors as may suit a particular implementation. Heater 608 is configured to heat vapor cell 604.

Signal photodetector 606 is configured to detect and measure optical properties (e.g., amplitude, phase, and/or polarization) of light emitted by light source 602 that has passed through vapor cell 604. Examples of suitable signal photodetectors include, but are not limited to, a photodiode, a charge coupled device (CCD) array, a CMOS array, a camera, a photodiode array, a single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) array, an avalanche photodiode (APD) array, and/or any other suitable optical sensor array that can measure a change in transmitted light at the optical wavelengths of interest.

Operation of magnetometer 106 will now be described. Light emitted by light source 602 enters vapor cell 604 where it induces a transparent steady state in the alkali metal vapor. In the transparent steady state the light is allowed to pass through the vapor cell 604 with minimal absorption by the alkali metal vapor and, hence, maximal detection by signal photodetector 606. Magnetic fields generated from a target source (e.g., magnetic fields generated by a user’s brain) cause the transparency of the alkali metal vapor to decrease so that less light is detected by signal photodetector 606. The change in light detected at signal photodetector 606 is correlated to magnetic fields generated by the target source.

However, ambient background magnetic fields may interfere with the measurement by magnetometer 106 of magnetic fields generated by a target source. As used herein, the term “ambient background magnetic fields” refers to a magnetic field or magnetic fields associated with (e.g., generated by) sources other than system 100 and the sources of interest (e.g., magnetic fields associated with neural signals from a user’s brain). The ambient background magnetic fields can include, for example, the Earth’s magnetic field as well as magnetic fields from magnets, electromagnets, electrical devices, and other signal or field generators in the environment other than magnetic field generator 108 that is part of system 100.

FIG. 7 shows the magnetic spectrum from 1 fT to 100 μT in magnetic field strength on a logarithmic scale. The magnitude of magnetic fields generated by the human brain are indicated by range 702 and the magnitude of ambient background magnetic fields, including the Earth’s magnetic field, by range 704. The strength of the Earth’s magnetic field covers a range as it depends on the position on the Earth as well as the materials of the surrounding environment where the magnetic field is measured. Range 706 indicates the approximate measurement range of a magnetometer (e.g., an OPM) operating in the SERF mode (e.g., a SERF magnetometer) and range 708 indicates the approximate measurement range of a magnetometer operating in the scalar mode (e.g., a scalar magnetometer). Typically, a SERF magnetometer is more sensitive than a scalar magnetometer, but many conventional SERF magnetometers typically only operate up to about 0 to 200 nT while the scalar magnetometer starts in the 10 to 100 fT range but extends above 10 to 100 μT. At very high magnetic fields the scalar magnetometer typically becomes nonlinear due to a nonlinear Zeeman splitting of atomic energy levels.

As can be seen from FIG. 7, SERF magnetometers have high sensitivity but, conventionally, cannot function in a magnetic field higher than about 50 nT which is approximately 1/100 of the magnetic field strength generated by the Earth. For a SERF magnetometer to accurately measure biological and other weak signals, the strength of ambient background magnetic fields, including the Earth’s magnetic field, need to be canceled or reduced to at least less than about 10-20 nT. Accordingly, wearable sensor unit 102 includes one or more active magnetic field shields (e.g., magnetic field generator 108) and, optionally, one or more passive magnetic field shields. An active magnetic field shield generates, for example, an equal and opposition magnetic vector that cancels out, or substantially reduces, the ambient background magnetic fields. A passive magnetic field shield redirects magnetic fields away from magnetic field sensors (e.g., away from magnetometers 106), Exem-
plary passive magnetic field shields are described in more detail in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 16/457,655, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[0084] Magnetic field generator 108 is configured to generate a compensation magnetic field configured to actively shield a magnetic field sensing region from ambient background magnetic fields. An ambient background magnetic field B is a vector magnetic field that has magnitude and direction at each point in space. Using the Cartesian coordinate system, ambient background magnetic field B can be expressed as:

\[ B = B_x \hat{x} + B_y \hat{y} + B_z \hat{z} \]

where \( B_x, B_y \) and \( B_z \) are the Cartesian components of the ambient background magnetic field and \( i, j \) and \( k \) are unit vectors along the \( x-, y-, \) and \( z- \)axes. The compensation magnetic field \( B' \) generated by magnetic field generator 108 is expressed as:

\[ B' = B'_x \hat{x} + B'_y \hat{y} + B'_z \hat{z} \]

where \( B'_x, B'_y \) and \( B'_z \) are the Cartesian components of the compensation magnetic field and \( i, j \) and \( k \) are unit vectors along the \( x-, y-, \) and \( z- \)axes. In some examples, controller 104 may determine the compensation magnetic field to be generated by magnetic field generator 108. For example, controller 104 may interface with one or more magnetic field sensors included in wearable sensor unit 102 to measure the ambient background magnetic field B. Controller 104 may determine the compensation magnetic field \( B' \) (e.g., determine the \( B'_x \) component, the \( B'_y \) component, and/or the \( B'_z \) component of the compensation magnetic field \( B' \)) based on the measured ambient background magnetic field B. Exemplary methods for determining a compensation magnetic field are described in detail in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 16/213,980, which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. Controller 104 may then drive magnetic field generator 108 to generate the compensation magnetic field.

[0085] The compensation magnetic field generated by magnetic field generator 108 may actively shield the magnetic field sensing region by canceling or substantially reducing (e.g., by at least 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, or 99%, etc.) ambient background magnetic fields in one, two, or three dimensions. For example, magnetic field generator 108 may include one or more of a \( B'_x \) component generator, a \( B'_y \) component generator, and/or a \( B'_z \) component generator configured to cancel or substantially reduce ambient background magnetic fields along a \( z- \)axis, an \( x- \)axis, and/or a \( y- \)axis associated with magnetic field generator 108.

[0086] FIG. 8A illustrates an exemplary \( B'_z \) component generator 800 of magnetic field generator 108. As shown, \( B'_z \) component generator 800 includes a plurality of conductive windings 802 arranged in opposing parallel planes. For example, \( B'_z \) component generator 800 includes a first conductive winding 802-1 arranged in a first plane and a second conductive winding 802-2 arranged in a second plane that is substantially parallel to the first plane. A magnetic field sensing region 804 is located between conductive windings 802-1 and conductive winding 802-2. Magnetic field sensing region 804 is a region where one or more magnetometers 106 (e.g., vapor cells 604) may be located.

[0087] \( B'_z \) component generator 800 is configured to actively shield magnetic field sensing region 804 (and hence magnetometers 106) from ambient background magnetic fields along a \( z- \)axis, such as by substantially reducing or canceling a \( B'_z \) component of ambient background magnetic fields at magnetic field sensing region 804. Legend 806 indicates an orientation of \( x-, y-, \) and \( z- \)axes, which have been arbitrarily assigned relative to components of magnetic field generator 108. As indicated by legend 806, the \( z- \)axis is a direction normal to the first plane and the second plane, the \( x- \)axis is a direction orthogonal to the \( z- \)axis and parallel to the first plane and the second plane, and the \( y- \)axis is a direction orthogonal to the \( z- \)axis and the \( x- \)axis and parallel to the first plane and the second plane.

[0088] Each conductive winding 802 comprises one or more coils, half coils, loops, and/or turns of conductive wiring forming a continuous electrical path arranged substantially in a single plane. Conductive windings 802 may be formed of any suitable conductor of electrical current, such as metallic conductors (e.g., copper, silver, and/or gold) and non-metallic conductors (e.g., carbon). Each conductive winding 802 may be arranged in a plane in any suitable way. In some examples, each conductive winding 802 is arranged (e.g., etched, printed, soldered, deposited, or otherwise attached) on a planar substrate. The planar substrate may be formed of any suitable material, such as but not limited to aluminums, ceramics, glass, and/or PCB material. FIG. 8B illustrates an exemplary configuration of \( B'_z \) component generator 800 in which conductive winding 802-1 is arranged on an upper surface of a first PCB 808-1 and conductive winding 802-2 (not shown) is arranged on a bottom surface of a second PCB 808-2. Second PCB 808-2 is substantially parallel to first PCB 808-1. While PCBs 808 are shown to be round, they may be any other shape as may suit a particular implementation. PCBs 808 may be supported and maintained in substantially parallel alignment in any suitable way, such as by one or more posts, screws, or other suitable supporting structures.

[0089] FIGS. 9A-9D show exemplary functional diagrams of \( B'_z \) component generator 800 and illustrate various configurations in which conductive windings 802 may be arranged on parallel planes. In FIGS. 9A-9D conductive windings 802 are shown to have a vertical (\( z- \)direction) dimension above substrates 902 on which they are arranged. However, this is only for illustration purposes, as conductive windings 802 may be implemented by traces on substrates 902 or otherwise be embedded within substrates 902.

[0090] FIG. 9A illustrates an exemplary configuration in which \( B'_z \) component generator 800 includes a single substrate 902. Conductive winding 802-1 is arranged on a first surface 904-1 of substrate 902 and conductive winding 802-2 is arranged on a second surface 904-2 of substrate 902. First surface 904-1 corresponds to the first plane and second surface 904-2 corresponds to the second plane. Substrate 902 has a hole 906 aligned with center openings of conductive windings 802. Magnetic field sensing region 804 is located in hole 906.

[0091] FIG. 9B illustrates another exemplary configuration in which \( B'_z \) component generator 800 includes two substrates 902 (e.g., first substrate 902-1 and second substrate 902-2). Conductive winding 802-1 is arranged on an outer surface 904-1 of first substrate 902-1 (e.g., a surface facing away from magnetic field sensing region 804) and conductive winding 802-2 is arranged on an outer surface 904-2 of second substrate 902-2 (e.g., a surface facing away from magnetic field sensing region 804). Outer surface 904-1 corresponds to the first plane and outer surface 904-2 corresponds to the second plane.
Fig. 9C illustrates another exemplary configuration of Bz’ component generator 800. Fig. 9C is the same as Fig. 9B except that conductive winding 802-1 is arranged on an inner surface 904-3 of first substrate 902-1 (e.g., a surface facing magnetic field sensing region 804) and conductive winding 802-2 is arranged on an inner surface 904-4 of second substrate 902-2 (e.g., a surface facing magnetic field sensing region 804). Inner surface 904-3 corresponds to the first plane and inner surface 904-4 corresponds to the second plane.

Fig. 9D illustrates another exemplary configuration of Bz’ component generator 800. Fig. 9D is the same as Fig. 9C except that conductive winding 802-1 is arranged on inner surface 904-3 of first substrate 902-1 (e.g., a surface facing magnetic field sensing region 804), while conductive winding 802-2 is arranged on outer surface 904-2 of second substrate 902-2 (e.g., a surface facing away from magnetic field sensing region 804). Inner surface 904-3 corresponds to the first plane and outer surface 904-2 corresponds to the second plane.

In the foregoing examples, Bz’ component generator 800 has two conductive windings. However, Bz’ component generator 800 may have any other number of conductive windings as may suit a particular implementation, as illustrated in Fig. 10. Fig. 10 is the same as Fig. 8A except that the plurality of conductive windings 802 further includes a conductive winding 802-3 arranged in a third plane and a conductive winding 802-4 arranged in a fourth plane. The third plane and the fourth plane are substantially parallel to the first plane and the second plane. Magnetic field sensing region 804 is located between conductive windings 802-3 and 802-4. However, magnetic field sensing region 804 may be located in any other suitable location.

Conductive windings 802-3 and 802-4 may be arranged on the third plane and the fourth plane in any manner described herein. Fig. 11A shows a functional diagram of another exemplary configuration of Bz’ component generator 800. Fig. 11A is the same as Fig. 9B except that conductive winding 802-3 is arranged on inner surface 904-3 of first substrate 902-1 and conductive winding 802-4 is arranged on inner surface 904-4 of second substrate 902-2. Inner surface 904-3 corresponds to the third plane and inner surface 904-4 corresponds to the fourth plane. Fig. 11B illustrates an exemplary configuration of Bz’ component generator 800 shown in Figs. 10 and 11A. Bz’ component generator 800 is the same as Fig. 8B except that conductive winding 802-3 (not visible in Fig. 11B) is arranged on an inner surface of first PCB 808-1 (e.g., a surface facing magnetic field sensing region 804) and conductive winding 802-4 is arranged on an inner surface of second PCB 808-2 (e.g., a surface facing magnetic field sensing region 804).

Fig. 12 shows an exemplary functional diagram indicating how controller 104 may drive Bz’ component generator 800. As shown, controller 104 may supply a first drive current 1201-1 to conductive winding 802-1 and supply a second drive current 1202-2 to conductive winding 802-2. Drive currents 1301 may be supplied, for example, by way of communication link 112.

Fig. 13 illustrates another exemplary schematic illustrating how controller 104 may drive Bz’ component generator 800. Fig. 13 is the same as Fig. 12 except that Bz’ component generator 800 further includes conductive windings 802-3 and 802-4. Accordingly, controller 104 is configured to supply a third drive current 1203-3 to conductive winding 802-3 and supply a fourth drive current 1204-4 to conductive winding 802-4. Drive currents 1302-3 and 1304-4 may be supplied by way of communication link 112.

Conductive windings 802 are configured to generate a Bz component of a compensation magnetic field when
conductive windings 802 are supplied with drive currents 1202. The Bz' component of the compensation magnetic field is configured to actively shield magnetic field sensing region 804 from ambient background magnetic fields along the z-axis, such as by reducing or canceling a Bz component of ambient background magnetic fields. In some examples, the Bz' component of the compensation magnetic field is substantially equal and opposite to the Bz component of the ambient background magnetic fields.

[0104] Controller 104 may drive conductive windings 802 in any suitable way. For example, controller 104 may supply conductive windings 802 with the same drive current 1202. In other words, drive currents 1202 may all be the same current. In some examples controller 104 includes a single driver configured to supply all drive currents 1202 to conductive windings 802. In alternative examples, controller 104 includes a plurality of individual drivers each configured to supply a drive current 1202, but controller 104 controls the drivers to supply the same drive current to conductive windings 802. By driving conductive windings 802 such that drive currents 1202 are the same, conductive windings 802 generate a uniform magnetic field along the z-direction in magnetic field sensing region 804.

[0105] Alternatively to supplying conductive windings 802 with the same drive current, controller 104 may supply one or more of conductive windings 802 with a drive current that is different from drive currents supplied to other conductive windings 802. For example, drive current 1202-1 may be different from drive current 1202-2. Additionally or alternatively, drive current 1202-3 may be different from drive current 1202-4. When conductive windings 802-1 and 802-2 are driven with different drive currents, Bz' component generator 800 generates a gradient magnetic field (e.g., a dBz'/dz gradient). When conductive windings 802-1 and 802-2 are driven with different drive currents and conductive windings 802-3 and 802-4 are driven with the same drive (or vice versa), Bz' component generator 800 generates a gradient magnetic field in addition to the Bz' component of the compensation magnetic field. The gradient magnetic field is configured to actively shield magnetic field sensing region from fields that linearly vary along the z-axis, as will be explained below in more detail.

[0106] As mentioned above, magnetic field generator 108 may include, in addition to or in place of Bz' component generator 800, a Bx' component generator and/or a By' component generator configured to cancel or substantially reduce ambient background magnetic fields along the x-axis and/or the y-axis.

[0107] FIGS. 14A-14C illustrate an exemplary configuration of a Bx'/By' component generator 1400 of magnetic field generator 108. FIGS. 14A and 14B show plan views (e.g., views in the z-direction) of Bx'/By' component generator 1400, and FIG. 14C is a side view functional diagram of Bx'/By' component generator 1400 (e.g., as viewed in the y-direction) taken along the dashed lines labeled XIV-XIV. Legend 1402 indicates an orientation of x-, y-, and z-axes. The orientation of legend 1402 is the same as the orientation of legend 806 relative to magnetic field generator 108.

[0108] As shown, Bx'/By' component generator 1400 includes a first substrate 1404-1 and a second substrate 1404-2 positioned opposite to first substrate 1404-1 and separated from first substrate 1404-1 in the z-direction by a gap. Substrates 1404 may be formed of any suitable material, such as but not limited to alumina, ceramics, glass, and/or PCB board. In some examples in which magnetic field generator 108 includes Bx'/By' component generator 1400 in addition to Bz' component generator 800, substrates 1404 and substrates 902 are the same (e.g., substrate 1404-1 is implemented by substrate 902-1 and substrate 1404-2 is implemented by substrate 902-2). In alternative examples, substrates 1404 are different than substrates 902. Exemplary configurations of magnetic field generator 108 will be described below in more detail. Substrates 1404 are shown to have an octagonal shape. However, substrates 1404 may have any shape as may suit a particular implementation.

[0109] A magnetic field sensing region 1406 is located in the gap (see FIG. 14C). Magnetic field sensing region 1406 is a region where one or more magnetometers 106 (including respective vapor cells 604) may be located. In some examples in which Bx'/By' component generator 1400 is used in combination with Bz' component generator 800, magnetic field sensing region 1406 is the same as magnetic field sensing region 804.

[0110] A first wiring set 1408-1 is arranged on first substrate 1404-1 and a second wiring set 1408-2 is arranged on second substrate 1404-2. Each wiring set 1408 comprises a plurality of electrically unconnected wires extending generally along the y-direction. Wiring sets 1408 may be formed of any suitable conductor of electrical current, such as metallic conductors (e.g., copper, silver, and/or gold) and non-metallic conductors (e.g., carbon). Wiring sets 1408 may be arranged on substrates 1404 in any suitable manner (e.g., etched, printed, soldered, deposited, or otherwise attached).

[0111] Interconnects 1410 (e.g., first interconnect 1410-1 and second interconnect 1410-2) are positioned between first substrate 1404-1 and second substrate 1404-2. Interconnects 1410 electrically connect first wiring set 1408-1 with second wiring set 1408-2 to thereby form a continuous electrical path (as represented by the dashed line in FIG. 14C) through first wiring set 1408-1 and second wiring set 1408-2. Interconnects 1410 may electrically connect to wiring sets 1408 in by connections 1414 (e.g., one or more relays, contact pads, wires, etc.). Interconnects 1410 may comprise any suitable electrical connector configured to electrically connect first wiring set 1408-1 on first substrate 1404-1 with second wiring set 1408-2 on second substrate 1404-2. In some examples, each interconnect 1410 is an elastomeric connector that is anisotropically conductive in the z-direction. Suitable elastomeric connectors may include, for example, zebra connectors commercially available from FujiPoly America Corp.

[0112] FIGS. 15A and 15B illustrate exemplary configurations of an elastomeric connector that may be used as interconnects 1410. As shown in FIG. 15A, a laminating-type elastomeric connector 1500A includes a plurality of thin, planar conductive elements 1502, each of which is electrically isolated from other conductive elements 1502 by intervening isolation elements 1504. Conductive elements 1502 may be formed of any suitable conductive material (e.g., silver, gold, copper, etc.). Isolation elements 1504 may be formed of any suitable electrically insulating material (e.g., an elastomeric material). Conductive elements 1502 and isolation elements 1504 are stacked in an alternating pattern. In some examples, as shown in FIG. 15A, conductive elements 1502 and isolation elements 1504 are enclosed between side support barriers 1506-1 and 1506-2. Side support barriers 1506 may also be formed of a suitable
electrically insulating material. When elastomeric connector 1500 is positioned between substrates 1404, each conductive element 1502 is oriented in the z-direction and makes contact with first substrate 1404-1 and second substrate 1404-2 (e.g., with contact pads on first substrate 1404-1 and second substrate 1404-2).

[0113] FIG. 15B illustrates an exemplary matrix-type elastomeric connector 1500B. Elastomeric connector 1500B is the same as elastomeric connector 1500A except that conductive elements 1502 comprise fine conductive wires embedded within an elastomer matrix 1508.

[0114] Referring again to FIGS. 14A-14C, continuous electrical path 1412 forms a conductive winding configured to generate, when supplied with a drive current, a Bx component of a compensation magnetic field. The Bx component of the compensation magnetic field is configured to actively shield magnetic field sensing region 1406 from ambient background magnetic fields along the x-axis. For example, Bx/By component generator 1400 may substantially reduce or cancel a Bx component of ambient background magnetic fields at magnetic field sensing region 1406. In some examples, the Bx component of the compensation magnetic field is substantially equal and opposite to the Bx component of the ambient background magnetic fields.

[0115] In alternative embodiments, Bx/By component generator 1400 may be configured to generate a By component of the compensation magnetic field. FIGS. 16A-16C illustrate another exemplary configuration of Bx/By component generator 1400. FIGS. 16A-16C are the same as FIGS. 14A-14C except that wiring sets 1408 extend generally in the y-direction. Thus, continuous electrical path 1412 forms a conductive winding configured to generate, when supplied with a drive current, a By component of a compensation magnetic field. The By component of the compensation magnetic field is configured to actively shield magnetic field sensing region 1406 from ambient background magnetic fields along the y-axis. For example, Bx/By component generator 1400 may substantially reduce or cancel a By component of ambient background magnetic fields at magnetic field sensing region 1406. In some examples, the By component of the compensation magnetic field is substantially equal and opposite to the By component of the ambient background magnetic fields.

[0116] In some embodiments, Bx/By component generator 1400 is configured to actively shield magnetic field sensing region 1406 from ambient background magnetic fields in both the x-direction and the y-direction. FIGS. 17A-17C show another exemplary configuration of Bx/By component generator 1400. FIGS. 17A-17C are the same as FIGS. 14A-14C except that a third wiring set 1408-3 is arranged on first substrate 1404-1 in addition to first wiring set 1408-1, and a fourth wiring set 1408-4 is arranged on second substrate 1404-2 in addition to second wiring set 1408-2. First wiring set 1408-1 and second wiring set 1408-2 extend generally in the x-direction while third wiring set 1408-3 and fourth wiring set 1408-4 extend generally in the y-direction. Interconnects 1410-1 and 1410-2 electrically connect first wiring set 1408-1 with second wiring set 1408-2 to form a first continuous electrical path 1412 through first wiring set 1408-1 and second wiring set 1408-2, and interconnects 1410-3 and 1410-4 electrically connect third wiring set 1408-3 with fourth wiring set 1408-4 to thereby form a second continuous electrical path (not shown in FIG. 17C) through third wiring set 1408-3 and fourth wiring set 1408-4. Interconnects 1410-3 and 1410-4 may be implemented, for example, by an elastomeric connector, as described above. As shown in FIGS. 17A and 17B, interconnects 1410 are formed by a single elastomeric connector that surrounds magnetic field sensing region 1406. In other embodiments, interconnects 1410 are not connected to one another but are separate structures.

[0117] As shown in FIG. 17C, first continuous electrical path 1412 forms a first conductive winding configured to generate, when supplied with a drive current, a Bx component of a compensation magnetic field. The second continuous electrical path (not shown) forms a second conductive winding configured to generate, when supplied with a drive current, a By component of the compensation magnetic field.

[0118] As shown in FIG. 17C, first wiring set 1408-1 and third wiring set 1408-3 are both arranged on first substrate 1404-1, and second wiring set 1408-2 and fourth wiring set 1408-4 are both arranged on second substrate 1404-2. In this embodiment, first wiring set 1408-1 is separated from third wiring set 1408-3 by an electrical insulator (not shown) and second wiring set 1408-2 is separated from fourth wiring set 1408-4 by an electrical insulator (not shown). In alternative embodiments, first wiring set 1408-1 and third wiring set 1408-3 are arranged on opposite surface of first substrate 1404-1, and second wiring set 1408-2 and fourth wiring set 1408-4 are arranged on opposite surface of second substrate 1404-2. In yet other embodiments, each wiring set 1408 is arranged on a different substrate.

[0119] In the examples described above, wiring sets 1408 (and hence conductive windings formed by wiring sets 1408) may have any winding pattern as may suit a particular implementation. In some examples the winding patterns of wiring sets 1408 may be automatically generated by a magnetic field generator design system configured to optimize the winding patterns based on a set of inputs. An exemplary magnetic field generator design system will be described below in more detail. Generally, the winding patterns of the Bx component and/or By component conductive windings are configured to generate a homogeneous magnetic field at the magnetic field sensing region. The winding patterns may be configured to generate a homogeneous magnetic field at the magnetic field sensing region.

[0120] As mentioned above, in some embodiments magnetic field generator 108 includes both Bx component generator 800 and Bx/By component generator 1400. With this configuration magnetic field generator 108 is configured to actively shield magnetic field sensing region 804/1406 from ambient background magnetic fields along the x-, y-, and z-axes. In some examples, conductive windings 802 of Bx component generator 800 are arranged on substrates 1404 of Bx/By component generator 1400. In such examples conductive windings 802 are electrically insulated from wiring sets 1408. In alternative examples, conductive windings 802 of Bz component generator 800 are arranged on substrates (e.g., substrates 902 of Bz component generator 800) that are different from substrates 1404 of Bx/By component generator 1400. An exemplary physical implementation of magnetic field generator 108 will be described below in more detail.

[0121] As mentioned, magnetic field generator 108 is configured to actively shield a magnetic sensing region from
ambient magnetic fields along the x-, y, and/or z-axes. In some examples, magnetic field generator 108 is further configured to actively shield the magnetic sensing region from first-order gradient magnetic fields, e.g., ambient background magnetic fields that linearly vary in the x-, y-, and/or y/z-direction. The ambient background magnetic field B is a vector magnetic field that has magnitude and direction at each point in space. Using the Cartesian coordinate system, ambient background magnetic field B can be expressed as:

\[ B = B_x\hat{i} + B_y\hat{j} + B_z\hat{k} \]

where Bx, By, and Bz are the Cartesian components of the ambient background magnetic field and i, j, and k are unit vectors along the x-, y-, and z-axes. The gradient of B, denoted VB, is a second order tensor, a matrix of nine partial derivatives of the three principal components of B (Bx, By, and Bz) with respect to the three cardinal axes (x, y, and z):

\[
\nabla B = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{dBx}{dx} & \frac{dBx}{dy} & \frac{dBx}{dz} \\
\frac{dBy}{dx} & \frac{dBy}{dy} & \frac{dBy}{dz} \\
\frac{dBz}{dx} & \frac{dBz}{dy} & \frac{dBz}{dz}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

As can be seen from VB, there are nine possible gradient components of the ambient background magnetic fields. Accordingly, magnetic field generator 108 may further be configured to actively shield magnetic field sensing regions 804 and/or 1406 from any one or more of the gradient components of the ambient background magnetic fields. However, in some examples it is not necessary to generate every gradient component of the compensation magnetic field. Instead, the gradients components of the ambient background magnetic fields can be actively shielded by generating a subset of gradient components of the compensation magnetic field, as will now be described.

[0122] As mentioned above, Bz' component generator 808 is configured to generate one or more z-axis gradient components of the compensation magnetic field when at least two conductive windings 802 (e.g., conductive windings 802-1 and 802-2) are driven with different drive currents. For example, controller 104 may be configured to drive Bz' component generator 808 to generate a dBz'/dz gradient component, a dBz'/dx gradient component, and/or a dBz'/dy gradient component of the compensation magnetic field.

[0123] In some embodiments, Bx'/By' component generator 1400 may also be configured to generate one or more gradient components of the compensation magnetic field. FIGS. 18A-18C illustrate an exemplary configuration of Bx'/By' component generator 1400 having conductive windings configured to generate gradient components of the compensation magnetic field. FIGS. 18A and 18B show plan views (e.g., views in the z-direction) of Bx'/By' component generator 1400, and FIG. 18C is a perspective view of various conductive windings included in Bx'/By' component generator 1400. Legend 1402 indicates an orientation of x-, y-, and z-axes. In FIGS. 18A-18C, wiring sets 1408 have been omitted to facilitate discussion of the gradient component conductive windings.

[0124] As shown in FIG. 18A, first substrate 1404-1 includes a first gradient winding 1802-1 extending generally in the y-direction along a first edge of first substrate 1404-1 and a second gradient winding 1802-2 extending generally in the y-direction along a second edge of first substrate 1404-1. First gradient winding 1802-1 and second gradient winding 1802-2 are substantially parallel to each other and are represented by dashed lines. First substrate 1404-1 also includes a third gradient winding 1802-3 extending generally in the x-direction along a third edge of first substrate 1404-1 and a fourth gradient winding 1802-4 extending generally in the x-direction along a fourth edge of first substrate 1404-1. Third gradient winding 1802-3 and fourth gradient winding 1802-4 are substantially parallel to each other and are represented by dash-dot-dash lines. Third gradient winding 1802-3 and fourth gradient winding 1802-4 are not electrically connected to first gradient winding 1802-1 or second gradient winding 1802-1.

[0125] As shown in FIG. 18B, second substrate 1404-2 includes a fifth gradient winding 1802-5 extending generally in the y-direction along a first edge of second substrate 1404-2 and a sixth gradient winding 1802-6 extending generally in the y-direction along a second edge of second substrate 1404-2. Fifth gradient winding 1802-5 and sixth gradient winding 1802-6 are substantially parallel to each other and are represented by dashed lines. Second substrate 1404-2 also includes a seventh gradient winding 1802-7 extending generally in the x-direction along a third edge of second substrate 1402-2 and an eighth gradient winding 1802-8 extending generally in the x-direction along a fourth edge of second substrate 1404-2. Seventh gradient winding 1802-7 and eighth gradient winding 1802-8 are substantially parallel to each other and are represented by dash-dot-dot lines. Seventh gradient winding 1802-7 and eighth gradient winding 1802-8 are not electrically connected to fifth gradient winding 1802-5 or sixth gradient winding 1802-6.

[0126] Gradient windings 1802 may each comprise one or more wires and may be formed of any suitable conductor of electrical current, such as metallic conductors (e.g., copper, silver, and/or gold) and non-metallic conductors (e.g., carbon). Gradient windings 1802 may be arranged on substrates 1404 in any suitable manner (e.g., etched, printed, soldered, deposited, or otherwise attached). Furthermore, gradient windings 1802 may be arranged on any surfaces of substrates 1404 as may suit a particular implementation.

[0127] When interconnects 1410 are positioned between first substrate 1404-1 and second substrate 1404-2, as shown in FIGS. 17A-17C, interconnects 1410 electrically connect gradient windings 1802 on first substrate 1404-1 with gradient windings 1802 on second substrate 1404-2. For example, interconnects 1410 electrically connect first gradient winding 1802-1 with fifth gradient winding 1802-5 to thereby form a first continuous electrical path, which forms a first conductive winding 1804-1, as shown in FIG. 18A. Similarly, interconnects 1410 electrically connect second gradient winding 1802-2 with sixth gradient winding 1802-6 to thereby form a second continuous electrical path, which forms a second conductive winding 1804-2. Interconnects 1410 also electrically connect third gradient winding 1802-3 with seventh gradient winding 1802-7 to thereby form a third continuous electrical path, which forms a third conductive winding 1804-3. Interconnects 1410 further electrically connect fourth gradient winding 1802-4 with eighth gradient winding 1802-8 to thereby form a fourth continuous electrical path, which forms a fourth conductive winding 1804-4.

[0128] To generate a dBx'/dx gradient component of the compensation magnetic field, controller 104 drives first
conductive winding 1804-1 and second conductive winding 1804-2 with equal but opposite currents. The combination of the magnetic fields generated by conductive windings 1804-1 and 1804-2 generates a dBx/dx gradient component that linearly varies in the x-direction. Similarly, to generate a dBy/dy gradient component of the compensation magnetic field, controller 104 drives third conductive winding 1804-3 and fourth conductive winding 1804-4 with equal but opposite currents. The combination of the magnetic fields generated by conductive windings 1804-3 and 1804-4 generates a dBy/dy gradient component that linearly varies in the y-direction.

[0129] Bx/By component generator 1400 is further configured to generate a combination gradient component that is the sum of dBx/dy and dBy/dx gradient components of the compensation magnetic field. To this end, first substrate 1404-1 further includes a fifth conductive winding 1804-5 that is formed of four L-shaped loops 1806 (e.g., loops 1806-1 to 1806-4) positioned at each corner of first substrate 1404-1. In some examples, as shown in FIGS. 18A-18C, loops 1806 are connected to each other in series. Second substrate 1404-2 includes a sixth conductive winding 1804-6 that is formed of four L-shaped loops 1806 (e.g., loops 1806-5 to 1806-8) positioned at each corner of second substrate 1404-2. In some examples, as shown in FIGS. 18A-18C, loops 1806 are connected to each other in series. Conductive windings 1804-5 and 1804-6 are not electrically connected to each other, whether by interconnects 1410 or otherwise. Controller 104 may drive conductive windings 1804-5 and 1804-6 with equal but opposite drive currents to thereby generate a combination gradient component that is the sum of dBx/dy and dBy/dx gradient components.

[0130] It will be recognized that the configuration of conductive windings 1804 described above is merely exemplary and not limiting, as conductive windings 1804 may have any other configuration or winding pattern as may suit a particular implementation. Furthermore, in alternative embodiments Bx/By component generator 1400 may not include all conductive windings 1804. For example, if Bx/By component generator 1400 is configured to actively shield magnetic field sensing region 1406 from ambient background magnetic fields in only the x-direction, Bx/By component generator 1400 may include only conductive windings 1804-1 and 1804-2.

[0131] FIG. 19 shows an exemplary configuration 1900 in which wearable sensor unit 102 and controller 104 each include connection interfaces configured to facilitate wired connections therebetween. As shown, wearable sensor unit 102 includes a connection interface 1902 for magnetometers 106 and a connection interface 1904 for magnetic field generator 108. Controller 104 includes a connection interface 1906 corresponding to connection interface 1902 and a connection interface 1908 corresponding to connection interface 1904. Connection interfaces 1902, 1904, 1906, and 1908 may each be implemented in any suitable manner.

[0132] To illustrate, connection interface 1902 may be implemented by one or more twisted pair cable interface assemblies electrically connected to one or more components within magnetometers 106, and connection interface 1906 may be implemented by one or more twisted pair cable interface assemblies electrically connected to one or more components within controller 104. In this configuration, communication links 110 may be implemented by one or more twisted pair cables each including one or more twisted pairs of wires that are configured to electrically connect specific components of magnetometers 106 and/or other elements of wearable sensor unit 102 with specific components of controller 104. The one or more twisted pair cable interface assemblies of wearable sensor unit 102 and controller 104 may each be configured to connect to a twisted pair cable in any suitable manner.

[0133] In this configuration, controller 104 may be configured to interface with one or more components included in magnetometers 106 and/or other elements of wearable sensor unit 102 by transmitting signals to the one or more components over one or more twisted pair cables and/or receiving signals from the one or more components over the one or more twisted pair cables.

[0134] To illustrate, FIG. 20 shows an exemplary configuration 2000 in which controller 104 interfaces with various components of or associated with a particular magnetometer 106 by way of a plurality of twisted pair cable interfaces 2002 (e.g., twisted pair cable interfaces 2002-1 through 2002-4) included in wearable sensor unit 102. As shown, twisted pair cable interface 2002-1 is electrically connected to an input of light source 602 (described above in connection with FIG. 6), twisted pair cable interface 2002-2 is electrically connected to an input of a heater 2004 for light source 602, twisted pair cable interface 2002-3 is electrically connected to an output of a thermistor 2006 for light source 602, and twisted pair cable interface 2002-4 is electrically connected to an output of a monitor photodetector 2008 for light source 602.

[0135] As mentioned, light source 602 is configured to generate and output light that enters and exits (e.g., by passing through) vapor cell 604 (not shown in FIG. 20). To control (e.g., drive) light source 602, controller 104 may supply a drive current to the input of light source 602 by way of twisted pair cable interface 2002-1. For example, this drive current may be supplied by controller 104 over a twisted pair of wires included in a twisted pair cable connected to twisted pair cable interface 2002-1.

[0136] As shown, the light output by light source 602 may be detected by monitor photodetector 2008, which is configured to detect the light before the light enters vapor cell 604 and output current representative of the detected light. Controller 104 may use the output of monitor photodetector 2008 to monitor and compensate for any behavior of light source 602 in any suitable manner. For example, based on the output of monitor photodetector 2008, controller 104 may adjust the drive current provided to light source 602.

[0137] Controller 104 may be configured to read an output of monitor photodetector 2008 by way of twisted pair cable interface 2002-4. For example, controller 104 may receive the current output by monitor photodetector 2008 over a twisted pair of wires included in a twisted pair cable connected to twisted pair cable interface 2002-4.

[0138] Heater 2004 may be configured to apply heat to light source 602. To this end, heater 2004 may be thermally coupled to light source 602. To control (e.g., drive) heater 2004, controller 104 may supply a drive current to the input of heater 2004 by way of twisted pair cable interface 2002-2. For example, this drive current may be supplied by controller 104 over a twisted pair of wires included in a twisted pair cable connected to twisted pair cable interface 2002-2.

[0139] Thermistor 2006 may be configured to detect the operating temperature of light source 602 and output current representative of the operating temperature. To this end,
thermistor 2006 may be thermally coupled to light source 602. Controller 104 may be configured to read an output of thermistor 2006 by way of twisted pair cable interface 2002-3. For example, controller 104 may receive the current output by thermistor 2006 over a twisted pair of wires included in a twisted pair cable connected to twisted pair cable interface 2002-3.

[0140] Heater 2004 and thermistor 2006 may be used by controller 104 to control an operating temperature of light source 602. For example, heater 2004 and thermistor 2006 may be used to temperature control light source 602 down to a particular threshold (e.g., within one millikelvin of temperature stability).

[0141] Any of the twisted pair cable interfaces 2002 shown in FIG. 20 may be used by controller 104 to interface with multiple components within wearable sensor unit 102. For example, twisted pair cable interface 2002-1 may be used to supply drive current to all of the light sources 602 included in an array of magnetometers 106. To illustrate, if there are twenty-five light sources 602 included in wearable sensor unit 102, twisted pair cable interface 2002-1 may include twenty-five pairs of twisted wire each configured to be used by controller 104 to supply drive current to a different one of the twenty-five light sources 602. Likewise, twisted pair cable interface 2002-2 may be used to interface with a plurality of heaters 2004, twisted pair cable interface 2002-3 may be used to interface with a plurality of thermistors 2006, and twisted pair cable interface 2002-4 may be used to interface with a plurality of monitor photodiodes 2008.

[0142] FIG. 21 shows another exemplary configuration 2100 in which controller 104 interfaces with various components of a particular magnetometer 106 by way of a plurality of twisted pair cable interfaces 2002 included in wearable sensor unit 102. FIG. 21 is similar to FIG. 20 in that it depicts light source 602, vapor cell 604, signal photodetector 606, and heater 608. However, FIG. 21 further shows that a twisted pair cable interface 2002-5 is electrically connected to an input of heater 608 and a twisted pair cable interface 2002-6 is electrically connected to an output of signal photodetector 606.

[0143] In configuration 2100, controller 104 may control (e.g., drive) heater 608 by supplying a drive current to the input of heater 608 by way of twisted pair cable interface 2002-5. For example, this drive current may be supplied by controller 104 over a twisted pair of wires included in a twisted pair cable connected to twisted pair cable interface 2002-5. Controller 104 may read an output of signal photodetector 606 by way of twisted pair cable interface 2002-6. For example, controller 104 may receive the current output by signal photodetector 606 over a twisted pair of wires included in a twisted pair cable connected to twisted pair cable interface 2002-6. As described above, twisted pair cable interfaces 2002-5 and 2002-6 may in some examples be used to interface with multiple heaters 608 and signal photodetectors 606, respectively.

[0144] Returning to FIG. 19, in some examples, connection interface 1904 and connection interface 1908 are each implemented by one or more coaxial cable interface assemblies. In this configuration, communication link 112 may be implemented by one or more coaxial cables each configured to electrically connect specific components of magnetic field generator 108 with specific components of controller 104. The one or more coaxial cable interface assemblies of wearable sensor unit 102 and controller 104 may each be configured to connect to a coaxial cable in any suitable manner.

[0145] To illustrate, FIG. 22 shows an exemplary configuration 2200 in which controller 104 interfaces with various components of magnetic field generator 108 by way of a plurality of coaxial cable interfaces 2202 (e.g., coaxial cable interfaces 2202-1 and 2202-2) included in wearable sensor unit 102. As shown, a coaxial cable 2204-1 is connected to coaxial cable interface 2202-1 and to controller 104 (e.g., a coaxial cable interface that implements connection interface 1908). Likewise, a coaxial cable 2204-2 is connected to coaxial cable interface 2202-2 and to controller 104 (e.g., another coaxial cable interface that implements connection interface 1908).

[0146] In this configuration, controller 104 may supply a drive current to a first conductive winding 2206-1 included in magnetic field generator 108 by way of conductive path 2208-1. Likewise, controller 104 may supply a drive current to a second conductive winding 2206-2 included in magnetic field generator 108 by way of conductive path 2208-2. Conductive paths 2208-1 and 2208-2 may be implemented, for example, by center pins included in coaxial cables 2204-1 and 2204-2, respectively. In some examples, as shown in FIG. 22, conductive return paths 2210-1 and 2210-2 (which may be implemented by conductive braids included in coaxial cables 2204) may be connected such that the return paths are common for both conductive windings 2206. In this manner, the potential of all of the return paths is maintained at ground, which may be advantageous for suppression of fringe magnetic fields. Moreover, this configuration may prevent conductive windings 2206 from having to be insulated from each other to maintain a nonzero potential with respect to each other. However, in some alternative embodiments, the return paths for conductive windings 2206 are not conductively connected.

[0147] In the configuration shown in FIG. 22, conductive windings 2206 are configured to generate one of the components (e.g., the Bz component) of the compensation magnetic field used to actively shield magnetometers 106 from ambient background magnetic fields. Such conductive windings may be implemented by two half-coils and/or in any other suitable manner. Other conductive winding configurations may be driven over coaxial cables in any suitable manner.

[0148] Use of twisted pair cables to interface with magnetometers 106 and coaxial cables to interface with magnetic field generator 108 is beneficial for a number of reasons. For example, intended operation of a magnetometer, such as an OPM, may include a modulated drive current applied to conductive windings, resulting in a modulated magnetic field, resulting in a modulated optical transmission by alkali metal atoms, resulting in modulated light intensity at the signal photodetector, resulting in modulated output of the photodetector measurement circuitry. Any alternate path for the modulation signal to couple into the photodetector measurement may degrade the quality of the magnetometer measurement. Hence, by using coaxial cables to drive magnetic field generator 108 and twisted pair cables to read the output of the signal photodetectors 606, the coupling potential of the relatively long parallel cables that carry the conductive winding drive currents and the signal photodetector signals may be minimized or eliminated.
Moreover, by using coaxial cables to drive magnetic field generator 108 with the coaxial cable shields held at a constant electric potential, the electric field external to the coaxial cables is not affected by the modulation signal inside the coaxial cables. The result is that the twisted pair cable used to read the output of the signal photodetectors 606 will not be affected by the modulation signal.

Furthermore, by using coaxial cables to drive magnetic field generator 108, no magnetic fields are generated by signals carried by the coaxial cables that would interfere with the operation of magnetometers 106. The twisted pair cables that interface with the magnetometers 106 may generate magnetic fields, but because the signals on the twisted pair cables are alternating current (AC), the resultant magnetic fields generated by the twisted pair cables are at a relatively high frequency that is out of the sensitivity range of magnetometers 106. Moreover, although coaxial cables are susceptible to environmental noise, such environmental noise is rejected by twisted pair cables. Hence, crosstalk between the coaxial and twisted pair cables may be minimized or prevented.

Referring again to FIG. 19, connection interface 1904 and connection interface 1908 may alternatively be implemented by one or more twisted pair interface assemblies. In these alternative configurations, communication link 112 may be implemented by one or more twisted pair cables each configured to electrically connect specific components of magnetic field generator 108 with specific components of controller 104. In these alternative configurations, magnetic field generator 108 may be driven by controller 104 in a balanced manner so that the common mode voltage on the twisted pair cables is minimized. Moreover, in this configuration, electrical coupling from the twisted pairs of wires that are used to drive magnetic field generator 108 to the twisted pairs of wires that are used to read signal photodetectors 608 may not result in the modulation signal being measured on the signal photodetectors 608. However, for illustrative purposes, it will be assumed in the examples provided herein that connection interface 1904 and connection interface 1908 are each implemented by one or more coaxial cable interface assemblies.

Exemplary manners in which controller 104 may measure current output by one or more photodetectors included in wearable sensor unit 102 will now be described. FIG. 23 illustrates an exemplary configuration 2300 in which controller 104 includes a plurality of differential signal measurement circuits 2302 (e.g., differential signal measurement circuits 2302-1 through 2302-N) configured to measure current output by photodetectors 2304 (e.g., photodetectors 2304-1 through 2304-N) included in magnetometers 106 (e.g., magnetometers 106-1 through 106-N). Differential signal measurement circuits 2302 may be included, for example, on one or more PCBs included in a housing of controller 104.

In configuration 2300, photodetectors 2304 may each be implemented by a signal photodetector (e.g., signal photodetector 606) or by a monitor photodetector (e.g., monitor photodetectors 2008). As described herein, a signal photodetector is configured to detect light output by a light source (e.g., light source 602) in a magnetometer after the light enters and exits (e.g., by passing through) a vapor cell (e.g., vapor cell 604) of the magnetometer. A monitor photodetector is configured to detect the light output by the light source before the light enters the vapor cell.

In configurations where magnetometers 106 each include a signal photodetector and a monitor photodetector, controller 104 may include a different differential signal measurement circuit 2302 for each of the photodetectors. For example, if wearable sensor unit 102 includes an array of twenty-five magnetometers 106 each having a signal photodetector and a monitor photodetector, controller 104 may include twenty-five differential signal measurement circuits 2302 for the twenty-five signal photodetectors and twenty-five differential signal measurement circuits 2302 for the twenty-five monitor photodetectors. As shown in FIG. 23, differential signal measurement circuits 2302 may each be electrically connected to the output of its corresponding photodetector 2304 by way of a communication link 2306. For example, differential signal measurement circuit 2302-1 is electrically connected to the output of photodetector 2304-1 by way of communication link 2306-1, differential signal measurement circuit 2302-1 is electrically connected to the output of photodetector 2304-2 by way of communication link 2306-2, and differential signal measurement circuit 2302-N is electrically connected to the output of photodetector 2304-N by way of communication link 2306-N. In some examples, communication links 2306 are each implemented by twisted pairs of wires. The twisted pairs of wires may be included in one or more twisted pair cables, as described herein.

Differential signal measurement circuits 2302 may each be implemented in any suitable manner. For example, differential signal measurement circuits 2302 may each be implemented by a differential transimpedance amplifier (TIA) circuit.

To illustrate, FIG. 24 shows an exemplary configuration 2400 in which controller 104 includes circuitry configured to measure current output by photodetector 2304-1. As shown, the circuitry includes a TIA circuit 2402, a DC decoupling filter 2404, and an analog-to-digital (ADC) driver 2406.

TIA circuit 2402 is connected to photodetector 2304-1 by way of a twisted pair of wires 2408-1 and 2408-2. TIA circuit 2402 is configured to measure a difference between current coming in to TIA circuit 2402 on wire 2408-1 and current going out from TIA circuit 2402 on wire 2408-2. TIA circuit 2402 may be implemented by any suitable combination of electronic components and is merely illustrative of the many different manners in which differential signal measurement circuits 2302 may be implemented.

DC decoupling filter 2404 may be implemented in any suitable manner and may be configured to perform one or more DC decoupling filtering operations as may serve a particular implementation. ADC driver 2406 may be implemented in any suitable manner and may be configured to output voltages Voutp and Voutn, which may be used to drive an ADC that outputs a digital representation of the current measured by TIA circuit 2402.

By measuring a difference between current coming in to TIA circuit 2402 on wire 2408-1 and current going out from TIA circuit 2402 on wire 2408-2, TIA circuit 2402 (or, alternatively, any other implementation of differential signal measurement circuits 2302) may minimize or eliminate an effect of environmental noise (e.g., noise currents induced by external electrical fields) that may couple onto the twisted pair of wires 2408. This is because such noise couples equally into both sides of TIA circuit 2402 due to matched
input impedances of the TIA circuit 2402. Hence, when the difference between the currents on wires 2408-1 and 2408-2 is measured, the noise shows up as a common mode signal and is rejected.

[0161] Because of this, a cable (e.g., a twisted pair cable) used to connect photodetectors 2304 to differential signal measurement circuits 2302 does not need to be shielded to prevent environmental noise from being coupled into the cable. By not having to shield the cable, the cable may be less thick and/or more flexible compared to a shielded cable, which is beneficial to a user of the wearable sensor unit 102. Hence, in some configurations, one or more cables (e.g., twisted pair cables) used to electrically connect controller 104 to wearable sensor unit 102 are unshielded.

[0162] In some examples, interfacing by controller 104 with various components of wearable sensor unit 102 is performed using AC instead of direct current (DC). This may prevent magnetic fields generated by DC from interfering with an operation of magnetometers 106. Although AC also generates magnetic fields, these magnetic fields are at a relatively high frequency (e.g., 200 kHz) and therefore do not affect the operation of magnetometers 106, which, in some examples, are only sensitive up to a couple hundred Hertz.

[0163] For example, controller 104 may be configured to supply AC drive current to light source 602, heater 2004, and/or heater 608. To illustrate, FIG. 25 shows exemplary circuitry that may be included in controller 104 and used to supply a drive current to a heater (e.g., heater 2004 or heater 608) included in wearable sensor unit 102. As shown, a DC DAC 2502 creates a DC control voltage proportional to the amount of heat that is to be produced by the heater. A square wave generator 2504 (e.g., a switch) chops the control voltage at a frequency F1 (which may be any suitable frequency) to create an AC voltage. A bandpass filter 2506 removes higher order harmonics from the AC voltage. An amplifier circuit 2508-1 uses the AC voltage to drive a first wire 2510-1 of a twisted pair of wires that interconnects controller 104 and a chip resistor 2512 included in wearable sensor unit 102 and connected to the heater. An inverting amplifier 2508-2 uses the AC voltage to drive a second wire 2510-2 of the twisted pair of wires. In this manner, the chip resistor 2512 and the heater may be driven with a desired amount of AC.

[0164] Controller 104 may also be configured to use AC to detect current output by various components of wearable sensor unit 102. For example, controller 104 may use AC to detect current output by thermistor 2006, monitor photodetector 2008, and/or signal photodetector 606. To illustrate, to read the output of thermistor 2006, controller 104 may be configured to drive an AC voltage through a Wheatstone Bridge (or any other suitable circuitry) and measure a resulting voltage across thermistor 2006.

[0165] Additionally, to minimize magnetic field spread, the physical area enclosed by an outgoing current line and a return current line on a printed circuit board (e.g., a printed circuit board that includes light sources and/or photodetectors) may be designed to be less than a threshold amount (e.g., the distance between the two current lines may be less than 2 mm).

[0166] FIG. 26 shows a perspective view of an exemplary physical implementation 2600 of wearable sensor unit 102. As shown, physical implementation 2600 includes PCBs 2602-1 and 2602-2 (collectively “PCBs 2602”) and substrates 2604-1 through 2604-4 (collectively “substrates 2604”). In some examples, substrates 2604 may be implemented by PCBs.

[0167] PCBs 2602 and substrates 2604 are structurally arranged as shown. In particular, PCB 2602 is located at a “top” side of physical implementation 2600 (i.e., a side furthest away from a head or other surface upon which wearable sensor unit 102 is placed to detect magnetic fields) and substrate 2604-2 is located at a “bottom” side of physical implementation 2600 (i.e., a side closest to a head or other surface upon which wearable sensor unit 102 is placed to detect magnetic fields).

[0168] Interconnect 2605 is disposed between substrates 2604-3 and 2604-5 and maintains a spacing between substrates 2604-3 and 2604-5. A magnetic field sensing region (not shown in FIG. 26) is located between substrates 2604-3 and 2604-5 and surrounded by interconnect 2605. An array of vapor cells (not shown) is located within the magnetic field sensing region.

[0169] Conductive windings that constitute magnetic field generator 108 are disposed on substrates 2604. For example, conductive windings configured to generate the Bx' component of the compensation magnetic field may be disposed on substrates 2604-1 and 2604-2. Conductive windings configured to generate the Bx' and By' components of the compensation magnetic field include wiring sets disposed on substrates 2604-3 and 2604-4 and conductive elements in interconnect 2605. Conductive windings configured to generate gradient components of the compensation magnetic field may additionally be disposed on substrates 2604-1 through 2604-4 and in interconnect 2605.

[0170] PCB 2602-1 includes various components disposed thereon that are associated with light sources included in each magnetometer 106. For example, PCB 2602-1 may include light sources (e.g., light source 602), heaters (e.g., heater 2004) for the light sources, thermistors (e.g., thermistor 2006) for the light sources, and monitor photodetectors (e.g., monitor photodetector 2008) disposed thereon. As shown, PCB 2602-1 may also include a plurality of twisted pair cable interface assemblies 2606 disposed thereon. In particular, twisted pair cable interface assembly 2606-1 is electrically connected to inputs of the light sources, twisted pair cable interface 2606-2 is electrically connected to inputs of the heaters, twisted pair cable interface 2606-3 is electrically connected to outputs of the thermistors, and twisted pair cable interface 2606-4 is electrically connected to outputs of the monitor photodetectors.

[0171] PCB 2602-2 may include signal photodetectors (e.g., signal photodetector 606) and a twisted pair cable interface 2606-5 electrically connected to outputs of the signal photodetectors. A twisted pair cable interface 2606-6 electrically connected to inputs of heaters (e.g., heater 608) for the signal photodetectors is disposed on a mount 2608 located proximate to PCB 2602-2.

[0172] As shown, coaxial cable interface assemblies 2610-1 through 2610-9 (collectively “coaxial cable interface assemblies 2610”) are located on substrates 2604. Coaxial cable interface assemblies 2610 are conductively coupled to the conductive windings that constitute magnetic field generator 108. As described herein, controller 104 may drive the conductive windings by supplying drive current to the conductive windings by way of coaxial cables connected to coaxial cable interface assemblies 2610.
Physical implementation 2600 may include any additional or alternative components as may suit a particular implementation (e.g., a housing to house at least some of the components shown in FIG. 26, support structures to support substrates 2604, etc.).

FIG. 27 shows a cross-sectional side view of physical implementation 2600 of wearable sensor unit 102 and illustrates various components of magnetometers 106 that are located within wearable sensor unit 102.

For example, FIG. 27 shows that a plurality of light sources (e.g., light source 2702, which may implement any of the light sources described herein), a plurality of thermistors (e.g., thermistor 2704, which may implement any of the thermistors described herein), and a plurality of monitor photodetectors (e.g., monitor photodetector 2706, which may implement any of the monitor photodetectors described herein) are disposed on an underneath side of PCB 2602-1.

Light generated by light sources is collimated by a plurality of collimating lenses (e.g., collimating lens 2708) and passes through optics (e.g., optics 2710). Optics may include, for example, a prism for each magnetometer that is configured to reflect the light onto the monitor photodiodes. The light also passes through the optics, then through holes (e.g., hole 2712) in substrate 2604-3, then through chimneys (e.g., chimney 2714), and into vapor cells (e.g., vapor cell 2716, which may implement any of the vapor cells described herein). The chimneys are configured to prevent heat from the vapor cells from going back up through the holes.

In the implementation of FIG. 27, the light from the light sources passes through the vapor cells, then through a second set of chimneys (e.g., chimney 2718), and then through holes (e.g., hole 2720) in substrate 2604-4. The light is then detected by signal photodetectors (e.g., signal photodetector 2722, which may implement any of the signal photodetectors described herein).

FIG. 28 shows an exemplary configuration 2800 in which wearable sensor unit 102 further includes a temperature control circuit 2802. Temperature control circuit 2802 is configured to create a temperature gradient within each of the vapor cells of magnetometers 106. The temperature gradient is configured to concentrate the alkali metal within each of the vapor cells away from transit paths of light that passes into the vapor cells. As described herein, this may allow the light to properly enter and exit the vapor cells and then be detected by signal photodetectors. In some examples, controller 104 is configured to drive temperature control circuit 2802 by supplying current to temperature control circuit 2802.

Temperature control circuit 2802 may be configured to create a temperature gradient within a vapor cell in any suitable manner. For example, temperature control circuit 2802 may be configured to create the temperature gradient within the vapor cell by creating any combination of hot spots, cold spots, distributed cooling, and/or distributed heating.

To illustrate, in some examples, temperature control circuit 2802 may be configured to create a temperature gradient within a vapor cell by creating one or more hot spots on an inner surface of the vapor cell that are hotter by at least a threshold amount than other locations on the inner surface of the vapor cell. In some examples, temperature control circuit 2802 may, in some embodiments, also apply distributed cooling to at least some of the other locations on the inner surface of the vapor cell and/or create one or more cold spots on the inner surface of the vapor cell that are colder by at least a threshold amount than other locations on the inner surface of the vapor cell.

In some alternative examples, temperature control circuit 2802 may be configured to create a temperature gradient within a vapor cell by creating one or more cold spots on an inner surface of the vapor cell that are colder by at least a threshold amount than other locations on the inner surface of the vapor cell. In these examples, temperature control circuit 2802 may, in some embodiments, also apply distributed heating to at least some of the other locations on the inner surface of the vapor cell and/or create one or more hot spots on the inner surface of the vapor cell that are hotter by at least an additional threshold amount than other locations on the inner surface of the vapor cell.

To illustrate the benefits of creating a temperature gradient within a vapor cell, FIG. 29 shows an exemplary configuration 2900 in which a vapor cell 2902 (which may implement any of the vapor cells described herein) includes an input window 2904 on a top surface 2906 of vapor cell 2902 and an output window 2908 on a bottom surface 2910 of vapor cell 2902. Input window 2904 and output window 2908 may be made out of any suitable material that allows light to pass therethrough.

As shown, a light source 2912 (which may implement any of the light sources described herein) outputs light 2914 (e.g., a light beam) configured to enter vapor cell 2904 through input window 2904 along a transit path 2916. The light 2914 is intended to continue along transit path 2916 until it exits vapor cell 2902 through output window 2908. The light 2914 is then detected by a signal photodetector 2918, which may implement any of the signal photodetectors described herein.

As described herein, vapor cell 2902 contains alkali metal, which is represented in FIG. 29 by a plurality of X's interspersed within vapor cell 2902. The alkali metal may have any combination of gas, liquid, and solid states, depending on temperature. In some instances during operation of the magnetometer of which vapor cell 2902 is a part, if atoms of the alkali metal are within transit path 2916, the alkali metal may potentially prevent light 2914 from properly exiting vapor cell 2902 through output window 2908.

FIG. 30 shows an exemplary configuration 3000 in which temperature control circuit 2802 creates a temperature gradient within vapor cell 2902 that concentrates the alkali metal within vapor cell 2902 away from transit path 2916 of light 2914. In configuration 3000, temperature control circuit 2802 is implemented by a PCB 3002 that includes an input aperture 3004-1 configured to align with and be above input window 2904 of vapor cell 2902 such that light 2914 passes through input aperture 3004-1 before passing through input window 2904, a heat generating element 3006-1 configured to generate heat, a thermal contact 3008-1 on a first side of input aperture 3004-1 and thermally connected to heat generating element 3006-1, and a thermal path out 3010-1 on a second side of input aperture 3004-1. Heat generating element 3006-1, thermal contact 3008-1, and thermal path out 3010-1 have dashed lines in FIG. 30 to connote that they may be disposed on an underneath side of PCB 3002.

Heat generating element 3006-1 may be implemented by one or more electrical components configured to generated heat when driven with a current by controller 104.
For example, heat generating element 3006-1 may be implemented by one or more resistors.

Thermal contact 3008-1 is configured to create one or more hot spots by directing the heat from heat generating element 3006-1 to vapor cell 2902. Thermal path out 3010-1 provides a path for heat to escape and is configured to assist in creating the temperature gradient within vapor cell 2902. In some examples, PCB 3002 is positioned close enough to the top surface 2906 of vapor cell 2902 that thermal contact 3008-1 and thermal path out 3010-1 are in physical contact with top surface 2906.

In configuration 3000, the temperature gradient created by one or more hot spots is configured to concentrate the alkali metal within vapor cell 2902 at the relatively colder regions within vapor cell 2902, which are closer to thermal path out 3010-1 than to thermal contact 3008-1. This is illustrated in FIG. 30 by the Xs that represent the alkali metal being concentrated on the right side of vapor cell 2902, away from transit path 2916.

FIG. 31 illustrates another implementation 3100 of temperature control circuit 2802. In implementation 3100, PCB 3002 is flexible and configured to fold along bend lines 3102-1 and 3102-2 to surround vapor cell 2902. In this configuration, PCB 3002 further includes an output aperture 3004-2 configured to align with and be below output window 2908 of vapor cell 2902 such that light 2914 passes through output aperture 3004-2 after passing through output window 2908. A heat generating element 3006-2 configured to generate heat, a thermal contact 3008-2 on a first side of output aperture 3004-2 and thermally connected to heat generating element 3006-2, and a thermal path out 3010-2 on a second side of output aperture 3004-2.

Heating element 3006-2 may be implemented by one or more electrical components configured to generate heat when driven with a current by controller 104. For example, heating element 3006-2 may be implemented by one or more resistors. Because heating elements 3006-1 and 3006-2 are on the same PCB 3002, they may be driven concurrently by controller 104 with the same current.

Thermal contact 3008-2 is configured to assist in creating the one or more hot spots by directing the heat from heating element 3006-2 to vapor cell 2902. Thermal path out 3010-2 provides a path for heat to escape and is configured to assist in creating the temperature gradient within vapor cell 2902. In some examples, PCB 3002 is positioned close enough to bottom surface 2910 of vapor cell 2902 that thermal contact 3008-2 and thermal path out 3010-2 are in physical contact with bottom surface 2910.

FIG. 32 is a perspective view of an exemplary flexible PCB implementation 3200 of temperature control circuit 2802 that may be used in a wearable sensor unit that includes an array of twenty-five magnetometers. As shown, implementation 3200 includes a flexible PCB 3202 configured to fold along fold lines 3204-1 and 3204-2 such that a top portion 3206-1 of flexible PCB 3202 is configured to be positioned above an array of vapor cells (e.g., an array of vapor cells similar to vapor cell 2902) and a bottom portion 3206-2 of flexible PCB 3202 is configured to be positioned below the array of vapor cells.

As shown, top portion 3206-1 of flexible PCB 3202 includes a plurality of input apertures (e.g., input aperture 3208-1), a plurality of heat generating elements (e.g., heat generating elements 3210-1 and 3210-2), a plurality of thermal contacts (e.g., thermal contacts 3212-1 and 3212-2), and a plurality of thermal paths out (e.g., thermal path out 3214-1). Likewise, bottom portion 3206-2 of flexible PCB 3202 includes a plurality of output apertures (e.g., output aperture 3208-2), a plurality of heat generating elements (e.g., heat generating elements 3210-3 and 3210-4), a plurality of thermal contacts (e.g., thermal contacts 3212-3 and 3212-4), and a plurality of thermal paths out (e.g., thermal path out 3214-2).

While flexible PCB 3202 is in the folded position, elements on top portion 3206-1 of flexible PCB 3202 corresponding to elements on bottom portion 3206-2 of flexible PCB 3202 may align with each other and with individual vapor cells included in the array of vapor cells. For example, while flexible PCB 3202 is in the folded position, input aperture 3208-1 and output aperture 3208-2 are configured to be aligned with input and output windows of a particular vapor cell.

While flexible PCBs used to implement temperature control circuit 2802 are shown in FIGS. 31 and 32, in alternative implementations, separate PCBs with heating and/or cooling elements may be located above and beneath the vapor cells of wearable sensor unit 102.

FIG. 33 illustrates an alternative configuration 3300 in which a vapor cell 3302 does not include an output window on a bottom surface of the vapor cell 3302. Instead, as shown, vapor cell 3302 includes a single window 3304 on a top surface 3306. A reflecting element 3308 (e.g., a mirror) is located on a bottom surface 3310 of vapor cell 3302 (i.e., at an opposite end of vapor cell 3302 than window 3304).

In configuration 3300, light 3312 output by a light source 3314 enters vapor cell 3302 through window 3304, reflects off of reflecting element 3308, and exits vapor cell 3302 through the same window 3304. A signal photodetector 3318 may then detect reflected light 3316. The temperature control circuit 2802 described herein may be used to concentrate alkali metal within vapor cell 3302 away from a transit path 3316 of light 3312 in any of the ways described herein.

FIGS. 34-39 illustrate embodiments of a wearable device 3400 that includes elements of the wearable sensor units described herein. In particular, the wearable devices 3400 include a plurality of magnetometers 3402 and a magnetic field generator (not shown). The wearable devices 3400 may each also include a controller (e.g., controller 104) and/or be communicatively connected to a controller. In general, wearable device 3400 may be implemented by any suitable headgear and/or clothing article configured to be worn by a user. The headgear and/or clothing article may include batteries, cables, and/or other peripherals for the components of the wearable sensor units described herein.

FIG. 34 illustrates an embodiment of a wearable device 3400 in the form of a helmet with a handle 3404. A cable 3406 extends from the wearable device 3400 for attachment to a battery or hub (with components such as a processor or the like). FIG. 35 illustrates another embodiment of a wearable device 3400 in the form of a helmet showing a back view. FIG. 36 illustrates a third embodiment of a wearable device 3400 in the form of a helmet with the cable 3406 leading to a wearable garment 3408 (such as vest or partial vest) that can include a battery or a hub. Alternatively or additionally, the wearable device 3400 can include a crest 3410 or other protrusion for placement of the hub or battery.
FiguRe 37 illustrates another embodiment of a wearable device 3400 in the form of a cap with a wearable garment 3408 in the form of a scarf that may contain or conceal a cable, battery, and/or hub. Fig. 38 illustrates additional embodiments of a wearable device 3400 in the form of a helmet with a one-piece scarf 3408 or two-piece scarf 3408-1. Fig. 39 illustrates an embodiment of a wearable device 3400 that includes a hood 3410 and a beanie 3412 which contains the magnetometers 3402, as well as a wearable garment 3408 that may contain a battery or hub.

In some examples, a non-transitory computer-readable medium storing computer-readable instructions may be provided in accordance with the principles described herein. The instructions, when executed by a processor of a computing device, may direct the processor and/or computing device to perform one or more operations, including one or more of the operations described herein. Such instructions may be stored and/or transmitted using any of a variety of known computer-readable media.

A non-transitory computer-readable medium as referred to herein may include any non-transitory storage medium that participates in providing data (e.g., instructions) that may be read and/or executed by a computing device (e.g., by a processor of a computing device). For example, a non-transitory computer-readable medium may include, but is not limited to, any combination of non-volatile storage media and/or volatile storage media. Exemplary non-volatile storage media include, but are not limited to, read-only memory, flash memory, a solid-state drive, a magnetic storage device (e.g., a hard disk, a floppy disk, magnetic tape, etc.), ferroelectric random-access memory ("RAM"), and an optical disc (e.g., a compact disc, a digital video disc, a Blu-ray disc, etc.). Exemplary volatile storage media include, but are not limited to, RAM (e.g., dynamic RAM).

Fig. 40 illustrates an exemplary computing device 4000 that may be specifically configured to perform one or more of the processes described herein. Any of the systems, units, computing devices, and/or other components described herein may be implemented by computing device 4000.

As shown in Fig. 40, computing device 4000 may include a communication interface 4002, a processor 4004, a storage device 4006, and an input/output ("I/O") module 4008 communicatively connected one to another via a communication infrastructure 4010. While an exemplary computing device 4000 is shown in Fig. 40, the components illustrated in Fig. 40 are not intended to be limiting. Additional or alternative components may be used in other embodiments. Components of computing device 4000 shown in Fig. 40 will now be described in additional detail.

Communication interface 4002 may be configured to communicate with one or more computing devices. Examples of communication interface 4002 include, without limitation, a wired network interface (such as a network interface card), a wireless network interface (such as a wireless network interface card), a modem, an audio/video connection, and any other suitable interface.

Processor 4004 generally represents any type or form of processing unit capable of processing data and/or interpreting, executing, and/or directing execution of one or more of the instructions, processes, and/or operations described herein. Processor 4004 may perform operations by executing computer-executable instructions 4012 (e.g., an application, software, code, and/or other executable data instance) stored in storage device 4006.

Storage device 4006 may include one or more data storage media, devices, or configurations and may employ any type, form, and combination of data storage media and/or device. For example, storage device 4006 may include, but is not limited to, any combination of the non-volatile media and/or volatile media described herein. Electronic data, including data described herein, may be temporarily and/or permanently stored in storage device 4006. For example, data representative of computer-executable instructions 4012 configured to direct processor 4004 to perform any of the operations described herein may be stored within storage device 4006. In some examples, data may be arranged in one or more databases residing within storage device 4006.

I/O module 4008 may include one or more I/O modules configured to receive user input and provide user output. I/O module 4008 may include any hardware, firmware, software, or combination thereof supportive of input and output capabilities. For example, I/O module 4008 may include hardware and/or software for capturing user input, including, but not limited to, a keyboard or keypad, a touchscreen component (e.g., touchscreen display), a receiver (e.g., an RF or infrared receiver), motion sensors, and/or one or more input buttons.

I/O module 4008 may include one or more devices for presenting output to a user, including, but not limited to, a graphics engine, a display (e.g., a display screen), one or more output drivers (e.g., display drivers), one or more audio speakers, and one or more audio drivers. In certain embodiments, I/O module 4008 is configured to provide graphical data to a display for presentation to a user. The graphical data may be representative of one or more graphical user interfaces and/or any other graphical content as may serve a particular implementation.

Fig. 41 illustrates an exemplary method 4100 that may be performed by controller 104 and/or any implementation thereof. While Fig. 41 illustrates exemplary operations according to one embodiment, other embodiments may omit, add to, reorder, and/or modify any of the operations shown in Fig. 41.

In operation 4102, a controller generates a single clock signal. Operation 4102 may be performed in any of the ways described herein.

In operation 4104, the controller interfaces with a plurality of magnetometers and a magnetic field generator included in a wearable sensor unit using the single clock signal. Operation 4104 may be performed in any of the ways described herein.

Fig. 42 illustrates another exemplary method 4200 that may be performed by controller 104 and/or any implementation thereof. While Fig. 42 illustrates exemplary operations according to one embodiment, other embodiments may omit, add to, reorder, and/or modify any of the operations shown in Fig. 42.

In operation 4202, a controller supplies a drive current to a light source included in a magnetometer. Operation 4202 may be performed in any of the ways described herein.

In operation 4204, the controller receives, at a differential signal measurement circuit, output current output by a signal photodetector included in the magnetometer. The output current is representative of an amount of light
output by the light source in response to the drive current. The differential signal measurement circuit is electrically connected to the signal photodetector by way of a twisted pair of wires that includes a first wire and a second wire. Operation 4204 may be performed in any of the ways described herein.

[0216] In operation 4206, the controller measures, using the differential signal measurement circuit, the output current by measuring a difference between current going in to the differential signal measurement circuit on the first wire and current going out of the differential signal measurement circuit on the second wire. Operation 4206 may be performed in any of the ways described herein.

[0217] FIG. 43 illustrates another exemplary method 4300 that may be performed by controller 104 and/or any implementation thereof. While FIG. 43 illustrates exemplary operations according to one embodiment, other embodiments may omit, add to, reorder, and/or modify any of the operations shown in FIG. 43.

[0218] In operation 4302, a controller supplies, by way of a first twisted pair cable interface assembly included in a wearable sensor unit, a first drive current to a light source included in a magnetometer included in the wearable sensor unit. Operation 4302 may be performed in any of the ways described herein.

[0219] In operation 4304, the controller supplies, by way of a coaxial cable interface assembly included in the wearable sensor unit, a second drive current to a magnetic field generator included in the wearable sensor unit. Operation 4304 may be performed in any of the ways described herein.

[0220] In operation 4306, the controller measures, by way of a second twisted pair cable interface assembly included in the wearable sensor unit, output current output by a signal photodetector included the magnetometer. The output current is representative of amount of light output by the light source in response to the first drive current. Operation 4306 may be performed in any of the ways described herein.

[0221] In the preceding description, various exemplary embodiments have been described with reference to the accompanying drawings. It will, however, be evident that various modifications and changes may be made thereto, and additional embodiments may be implemented, without departing from the scope of the invention as set forth in the claims that follow. For example, certain features of one embodiment described herein may be combined with or substituted for features of another embodiment described herein. The description and drawings are accordingly to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.

What is claimed is:

1. A magnetic field measurement system comprising:
   a wearable sensor unit comprising:
   a plurality of magnetometers, and
   a single controller configured to generate a single clock signal and use the single clock signal to drive one or more components within the magnetometers.

2. The magnetic field measurement system of claim 1, wherein the single controller is remote from the wearable sensor unit.

3. The magnetic field measurement system of claim 2, wherein the single controller is implemented by a computing device not configured to be worn by a user.

4. The magnetic field measurement system of claim 2, wherein the single controller is included in a wearable device configured to be worn by a user and separate from the wearable sensor unit.

5. The magnetic field measurement system of claim 1, wherein the single controller is housed within a single housing.

6. The magnetic field measurement system of claim 1, wherein the single controller is included within the wearable sensor unit.

7. The magnetic field measurement system of claim 1, further comprising:
   an additional wearable sensor unit comprising an additional plurality of magnetometers;
   wherein the single controller is further configured use the single clock signal to drive one or more components within the additional plurality of magnetometers.

8. The magnetic field measurement system of claim 7, wherein the single controller is included within the wearable sensor unit.

9. The magnetic field measurement system of claim 1, wherein the single controller is configured to interface with the magnetometers by way of one or more twisted pair cables.

10. The magnetic field measurement system of claim 1, wherein:
    a magnetometer included in the plurality of magnetometers comprises a photodetector; and
    the single controller comprises a differential signal measurement circuit configured to measure current output by the photodetector.

11. A wearable sensor unit comprising:
    a plurality of magnetometers, and
    an interface assembly configured to communicatively coupled to a single controller configured to use a single clock signal to drive one or more components within the magnetometers.

12. The wearable sensor unit of claim 11, wherein the single controller is included within the wearable sensor unit.

13. The wearable sensor unit of claim 11, wherein the single controller is remote from the wearable sensor unit.

14. The wearable sensor unit of claim 13, wherein the single controller is implemented by a computing device not configured to be worn by a user.

15. The wearable sensor unit of claim 13, wherein the single controller is included in a wearable device configured to be worn by a user and separate from the wearable sensor unit.

16. The wearable sensor unit of claim 11, wherein:
    a magnetometer included in the plurality of magnetometers comprises
    a vapor cell comprising an input window and containing an alkali metal, and
    a light source configured to output light that passes through the input window and into the vapor cell along a transit path; and
    the wearable sensor unit further comprises a temperature control circuit external to the vapor cell and configured to create a temperature gradient within the vapor cell, the temperature gradient configured to concentrate the alkali metal within the vapor cell away from the transit path of the light.
17. A controller for interfacing with a wearable sensor unit having a plurality of magnetometers, the controller comprising:
   a single housing;
   a single clock source in the single housing and configured to generate a single clock signal; and
   a processor in the single housing and configured to use the single clock signal to drive one or more components within the magnetometers.
18. The controller of claim 17, wherein the single housing is remote from the wearable sensor unit.
19. The controller of claim 17, wherein the wearable sensor unit is in the single housing.
20. The controller of claim 17, further comprising a twisted pair cable interface assembly configured to connect to a twisted pair cable that is also connected to the wearable sensor unit.